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Triangle Food Tours Becomes Triangle Food & City Tours 

 

RALEIGH, N.C., July 14,2023– After 15 years of elevating palates in the Triangle cities,  North Carolina, 

Triangle Food Tours, Inc. is rebranding to Triangle Food & City Tours officially launching on April 15, 

2023. While still offering weekly public and private food tours, Triangle Food & City Tours will also 

offer various guide-led downtown adventures.  

 

Triangle Food Tours, Inc., the first food tour company established in Raleigh,  has been leading public 

and private food tours in the Triangle since 2008. With the success of their food tour business, Triangle 

Food Tours, Inc. has decided to expand in order to incorporate new ventures. Owner Jacquelyn Manson 

said, “In addition to our food tours, we have been leading city tours, haunted tours, scavenger hunts, and 

step-on-guide services in the Triangle for years, we are just making it official now. The Triangle is 

growing and I want to offer more fun adventures, more ways for families, friends, and businesses to 

explore the unique history of Raleigh and Durham and surrounding Triangle towns.  We want to spice 

things up!”  

 

The first two additions will be a guide-led walking tour of the Historic Oakwood neighborhood. This 2-

hour walking tour will focus on the architecture, development, and notable families of the neighborhood 

and Raleigh. The second walking tour will explore the diverse historical figures who contributed to the 

development of Raleigh and historical events that have taken place on Fayetteville Street.  

 

The next two additions are a guide-led murder mystery tour and a scavenger hunt of downtown Raleigh. 

Both will feature real historical Raleigh figures. Visitors must use clues collected along the way to solve 

the mysteries where participants will work as a team to solve clues. 

 

Finally, Triangle Food & City Tours is expanding their Raleigh food tour offering this fall to include a 

weekend lunchtime Southern Food, BBQ & Booze tour and a Sunday Brunch, Munch & Murals tour in 

addition to their established popular Boylan Heights and Historic Oakwood neighborhood food tours and 

seasonal Spirits of Raleigh Haunted Drink Crawl.  

 

Patrons can sign up for any of these offerings by going to (www.trianglefoodandcitytours.com) or 

contacting Triangle Food & City Tours by phone at (919) 623-4873 or email at 

tourwith@trianglefoodandcitytours@gmail.com. 
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